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OVERVIEW

▸The web and social media, combined with declining 
advertising revenue, have transformed not only 
commercial magazines, newspaper and radio stations, but 
also college yearbooks, newspapers and radio stations

▸Declining circulation and listenership, a huge issue for 
college media outlets, has accelerated in the last few years 
(and even more since this study was conducted, in the age 
of COVID).

▸With such rapid change, the corresponding move to the 
web and social media is perhaps the most important area 
of college media that needs to be studied



LITERATURE REVIEW

▸No prior published research studies have been done on college 
yearbooks and the web/social media

▸No prior published research studies have been done on college 
radio and the web/social media

▸ Some notable research in college newspaper social media 
usage:

▸ Boyle & Zuegner (2015): Twitter usage of top 25 award-winning 
newspapers

▸ Saks et al (2019): Longitudinal study of 10 newspapers

▸ Bergland, Kanigel, Hon and Heather (2012, 2013) on college 
newspapers and the web and social media



OVERARCHING RESEARCH QUESTIONS OF THE STUDIES

RQ1: What social media do college outlets most frequently use?

RQ2: How often do college outlets post on the various social media?

RQ3: How many followers do the outlets have on the various platforms?

RQ4: What impact does school size have on an outlet’s social media use and 

reach?

RQ5: What student media outlet posts the most and has the most followers?



METHODOLOGY--NEWSPAPERS

▸Used Editor and Publisher Directory—most complete

▸Used randomly sampled list (every fourth newspaper, 
n=392) from 2007 study for direct comparison

▸Eliminated newspapers which no longer exist (newspaper 
or schools closed/consolidated)

▸Chose one-month period (Oct. 2019) for data collection

▸Note: other studies used full semester

▸Collected data spring/summer 2020



METHODOLOGY--YEARBOOKS

▸Chose award winners from the three main competitions: 
ACP Pacemaker, CMA Pinnacles, CSPA Gold Crown

▸Selected winners and finalists from 2016, 2017, 2018

▸N=22

▸Collected data from fall 2018; analyzed spring 2019



METHODOLOGY—RADIO STATIONS

▸175 college radio stations from CBI list (took out 
converged media outlets).

▸Stations/universities classified via enrollment: Less than 
5,000; 5,001-10,000; 10,001-20,000; More than 20,000.

▸Data from Fall 2019 semester; analyzed spring/summer 
2020.



METHODOLOGY 

Facebook Twitter Instagram

# of followers # of followers # of followers

Original posts Tweets Posts

Reposts/shares Retweets # of videos

# of polls # of polls

# of videos # of videos









DATA COLLECTION



NEWSPAPER RESULTS-WEB

▸ Web presence: Better than 2007, 
but still many publications without 
an active, functioning website with 
updated content



NEWSPAPER COMMONLY USED OUTLETS

▸ For those newspaper with an online presence, Facebook was 
the most popular outlet used



NEWSPAPER FACEBOOK RESULTS

▸Of those having active accounts, the average was 32 posts 
(roughly one per day). Top posters: 118 posts

▸ Important: these figures are for ONE MONTH, October 
2019; Radio and yearbook figures are for the semester.

▸Average number of followers: 2,188

▸163 of the 198 using Facebook linked to at least one story 

▸16 posted links to PDF pages

▸51 posted a video



NEWSPAPER: TWITTER
▸ While a few more schools had Facebook than Twitter accounts (198 

to 192), more people followed the Twitter accounts (perhaps 
skewed by larger schools with Division I basketball and football)



TWITTER

▸Numbers for posting were very similar to Facebook

▸Number of tweets: 33 on average, one more than FB (top 
Tweeter: 252 for the month, more than 8 per day)

▸48 video Tweets, vs 51 for FB

▸150 schools linked to stories, vs 163 for FB

▸But, some key differences: 34 Twitter polls (vs 8 on FB), 
and 1292 retweets, compared to 90 FB repostings)



NEWSPAPER: INSTAGRAM

▸ Instagram had the fewest # with accounts, fewest followers and 
fewest posts.



NEWSPAPER: IMPACT OF SIZE ON SOCIAL MEDIA

▸ There was a direct correlation between the size of the school and 
the accounts used, the number of followers and the number of posts



IMPACT OF SIZE ON SOCIAL MEDIA

▸ Not surprisingly, nowhere was the difference more pronounced than 
in the number of followers, especially at the largest schools 
(impacted in part by sports programs)



IMPACT OF SIZE ON SOCIAL MEDIA

▸ Enrollment was a huge determining factor in the number of times the 
newspaper posted in a month



NEWSPAPER CONCLUSIONS

▸More newspapers need to 
take better advantage of 
social media

▸Dormant accounts are 
especially wasteful—the 
work done to build that 
base is not being taken 
advantage of

▸College newspapers have 
stagnated in their online 
presence 

▸Size is a huge factor in 
followers and posts



RADIO



RADIO RESULTS--WEBSITE

Info site
2.8%

No site
2.8%

Website
94%

Percent of Schools with Website



RADIO RESULTS--WEBSITE

No website
5%

No streaming
5%

Streaming
90%

Percent of Schools with Live Streaming



RADIO RESULTS--WEBSITE

No website
5%

No SM Feed
49%

SM Feed
46%

Schools with SM Feed on Website



RADIO: FACEBOOK



RADIO: FACEBOOK
▸Most Posts: 362

▸Median Posts: 43 

▸ .34 posts per day (Aug. 15-Dec. 15)



RADIO RESULTS: FACEBOOK.
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8%

No Page
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Active FB
89%

% of Schools with Active Facebook



RADIO: IMPACT OF SIZE
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RADIO: IMPACT OF SIZE
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RADIO IMPACT OF SIZE.  BUT, COMPARED TO ENROLLMENT
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RADIO IMPACT OF SIZE. AND, LITTLE IMPACT ON POSTING
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RADIO: TWITTER



RADIO: TWITTER
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RADIO: TWITTER
▸MOST TWEETS: 721 (OUTSIDE OF U OF IDAHO)

▸MEDIAN (not average) NUMBER OF TWEETS: 37

▸ .30 tweets per day



RADIO: IMPACT OF SIZE
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RADIO: IMPACT OF SIZE
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RADIO: INSTAGRAM



RADIO: INSTAGRAM
▸Most Posts: 138

▸Median Posts: 32

▸ .26 posts per day



RADIO: IMPACT OF SIZE
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RADIO: AGAIN, SIZE NOT A FACTOR IN POSTING



RADIO: IMPACT OF SIZE
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YEARBOOK AWARD WINNERS



YEARBOOK AWARD WINNERS



AWARD-WINNING YEARBOOK RESULTS
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YEARBOOK RESULTS
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YEARBOOK RESULTS
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YEARBOOK RESULTS
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YEARBOOK RESULTS
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YEARBOOK RESULTS--INSTAGRAM
▸55% had an active, dedicated Instagram account (slightly 

more than FB and Twitter)

▸545 followers on average

▸16 posts for the semester (.11 per day)



YEARBOOK RESULTS
▸ In general, the bigger the school, the more active they 

were on social media

▸ In general, the more awards the publication had won, the 
more active they were on social media

▸Definitely some exceptions, though. 



OVERALL COMPARISONS



OVERALL COMPARISONS--FACEBOOK
▸ Facebook was the most used platform for radio and yearbook 

with Instagram being slightly higher for yearbook

▸ Radio had the highest percentage of stations on FB

▸ Radio: 89%

▸Newpaper 72%

▸Award-winning yearbooks—50%

▸ BUT, Newspapers posted the most (1 per day, vs .34 for radio 
and .1 for Yearbook



OVERALL COMPARISONS--TWITTER
▸Radio had the highest percentage of stations on Twitter

▸Radio: 83%

▸Newpaper 70%

▸Award-winning yearbooks—50%

▸BUT, Newspapers Tweeted the most (1.1 per day, vs .30 
for radio and .1 for Yearbook



OVERALL COMPARISONS--INSTAGRAM
▸Radio had the highest percentage of stations on Instagram

▸Radio: 79%

▸Newpaper 63%

▸Award-winning yearbooks—55%

▸BUT, Newspapers posted the most (.33 per day, vs .26 
for radio and .1 for Yearbook)



SUMMARY
▸Radio stations were most likely to use social media, but 

newspaper was the most active, posting the most

▸Yearbooks-–and keep in mind the yearbooks studied were 
the cream of the crop—were doing a poor job of having 
and maintaining an active social media presence

▸Many outlets had dormant accounts, wasting potential 
readership



OVERARCHING OBSERVATIONS
▸Enrollment is huge

▸As hypothesized in the studies, the bigger the school, the 
more likely its student media outlets were to be on the 
various social media platforms and to have more followers



OVERARCHING OBSERVATIONS
▸Social media can be the great equalizer

▸Compared to the size of the school, smaller schools 
actually had a better ratio of followers compared to 
enrollment

▸As radio showed, the number of posts was roughly the 
same between larger and smaller schools, and that is 
possible for the other outlets as well



OVERARCHING OBSERVATIONS
▸These social media findings are even more important in an 

age of COVID and post-COVID

▸With declining circulation and listenership, these outlets 
need to work all the harder to connect with media 
consumers and in new ways

▸But, on average, these outlets could be doing much more, 
increasing the numbers of followers and posts



RECOMMENDATIONS
▸ Student media outlets should, when possible, be having 

dedicated social media positions, with job duties of posting 
content and marketing/increasing followers

▸ Student media outlets need to be dedicating more time and 
resources to increasing the number of followers (contests, 
promotions, tagging)

▸ Student media outlets need to be considering dedicating $ to 
increasing reach and promoting content (boosted posts, 
advertisements). For example, for newspapers, the hundreds 
saved in decreasing printing frequency could be channeled into 
promoted posts 

▸ Students need to be posting timely content and advance stories 
more (highlighting upcoming events; fewer post-event 
speech/meeting/game stories)



FUTURE RESEARCH
▸COVID, COVID, COVID—studying the amount of posting 

before/during/after COVID

▸More analysis of content of posts for radio and 
newspaper—looking more closely at what they are posting, 
and not just how often they are posting

▸Ethnography/case study of best practice media outlets.  
What are outlets that have a vibrant social media presence 
doing?



THANKS!
QUESTIONS?


